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CHAIRMAN'S UPDATE

•

Gettin g 1n
shape for a
new financial
year
Update from Geoff French
May's edition of Exchange deliberately coincides with our

Finally, our People First section concentrates on how our

new financial year and thus provides a great opportunity to

businesses across the world are responding to the

describe how we plan to continue developing and

feedback we received from the MyVoice survey and how

improving. The focus this time is on Scott Wilson itself: our

we are continuing to focus on the development of critical

organisation, changing business, innovative projects, our

leadership, project and commercial skills .

people and how we are continuing to address the
challenges and opportunities presented to us by the
outside world.

Last year looks like being another record year for the firm,
but of course we plan to continue our growth into 2008/9
and beyond. We know that some internal changes are

The centre pages are handed over to our newly appointed

required to take account of our rapidly increasing size and

sole CEO, Hugh Blackwood; he considers the future and

scope. We also know that, with your continuing support,

how we need to focus and change to deliver our

we can make further, significant progress next year

strategic plan.

towards our five year strategic goals.

In Inside Scott Wilson, we reflect on how the support
functions are responding lo the continuing demand to
improve efficiency, add greater value and help join up our
increasingly complex business.

Our Project Update demonstrates the different nature and
scope of projects we are now involved with ; the Country
Profile shows how things have moved on in Central and
Eastern Europe since it was featured in the first edition of
Exchange in July 2004.

The community page reflects the high energy and
enthusiasm associated with the Millennium Schools
Project in Mozambique as the first volunteers prepare to
travel there this month to begin work on this exciting and
innovative initiative.
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PROJECT UPDATE

Look, no hands!

The sky's the limit
for gold

Rio Tinto Iron Ore (RTIO) is introducing 'driverless trains' to

Scott Wilson's primary role Is providing rigour with regard to

Its 1300km privately owned and operated heavy haul rail

engineering systems, engineering safety management and

network In the Pilbara region of Western Australia.

standards and safety advice as part of the client team in

It carries iron ore from eleven mine sites to three ports on the

Perth. A team from Scott Wilson Railways in Australia and the

west Australian coast and continues to expand.

UK has worked on this innovative project since June 2006
when the

Worldwide demand for iron ore, particularly from China and

project was at its

pre-feasibility stage.

Rio Tinto has automatic systems to drive trains at mine sites

India, suggests a need for increased train operations, which,

when loading ore and point-to-point within mine sites, such

because of the remoteness and distances, is unlikely to be

as at Labrador City in Canada, but this Australian project is

fulfilled solely by conventional trains with drivers. A recent

a world first in terms of its large-scale application on a heavy

feasibility study,

haul long distance railway.

including extensive on-track trials,

has confirmed the technical viability that Automatic Train
Operation (ATO), using in-cab signalling together with

Apart from the technical challenges of ATO operations,

Automatic Train Protection (ATP), can replace the driver

related Scott Wilson commissions with Rio Tinto Iron Ore

functions. Additional functions, including monitoring and

have assessed the likely impact of soon-to-be passed

diagnosing on-board faults and train performance will be

Federal railway safety legislation to identify both opportunities

performed

and risks to Rio Tinto's operations. The team also conducted

by remote

ATO operators situated in

air-conditioned comfort in a new rail operations centre to be

an internal audit against Australian Standard AS4292 which

situated some 1,500 km away in Perth.

focuses on railway safety management.

Scott Wilson is working at great heights for the re-emerging
mining industry in Tajikistan.

With 93% of Tajikistan mountainous, much of its mineral
deposits are located in remote areas. The Pakrut Gold
Project on the Southern slopes of the Hissar Ridge is no
different, with the site located 2100 to 2500 metres above
sea level.

A new landmark for Bangkok

Scott Wilson Mining has been working on the project since
April 2007, when it was commissioned by Kyrso Resources
pie to undertake a bankable feasibility study for key elements
of the surface infrastructure works. With the site situated at

Scott Wilson has been appointed as the Structural Engineer

Man U' due to the CRC Chairman's preference for a certain

for a pioneering retail and hotel development In Bangkok for

premier league football team, the group is working with

such heights, significant snowfall during the long winters

the Central Retail Corporation (CRC).

UK-based Future Systems Architects.

(November to April and particularly severe in January and

CRC is the largest retail group In Thailand and has

The project is set to become one of the most iconic and

can be achieved on site during this period.

established itself in the sector as the most Innovative and

distinctive buildings in Bangkok, with a challenging and

February) gives rise to the risk of avalanches and limits what

Scott Wilson's work is focused on the development of a

progressive retail provider, developing original upscale and

innovative design. The development comprises seven levels

specialty formats to match the latest market needs.

of modem retail space with an unequalled amount of open

tailings storage facility that will be constructed from waste

For this project, currently under the pseudonym of 'Central

areas and walkways in the mall areas.

rock from the mining operation, allowing for the subsequent
construction of a tailings dam. In its first six years, the

At one end of the development will be a 30 storey five star

storage facility is required to hold nine million tonnes of

hotel which folds around an open central atrium and slopes

tailings, rising to 22 million tonnes and the dam rising from

in a gentle and graceful form on two of the building facades,

heights of 130 to 170 metres. The location again raises

following the arcMectural concept of a twisted figure-of-eight.

certain challenges and the design must allow for

The scheme also requires a five level basement for car

and mud-slides.

gee-hazards

such

as

seismic activity,

avalanches

parking and lower ground hotel and retail space with two
bridges connecting it to the existing Chidlom department
store and Bangkok skytrain system.

Scott Wilson is providing a wide range of services,
encompassing all stages of this important project for the
Tajik mining industry and overcoming the geographical
challenges of its location.
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INSIDE SCOTT WILSON

Joining up Scott Wilson
'The efficiency of Scott Wilson could be considerably

shortly be communicated to managers in the UK and the

improved?" was one of the questions asked in the MyVoice

anticipation and expectation of improved delivery and better

survey and more than 60% of you agreed . The Group

career development is high.

Management Board is of the same opinion, recognising that

Improving
project
control

the current structure, which has served the business well up

In IT and Business Systems a similar process has been

to now, is no longer appropriate for its next phase of growth.

going on. Mark Bew has had to spend a good deal of time

In the interests of strategic alignment, functional effectiveness

clarifying the boundaries of his extensive brief and deal with

and operational efficiency, functional leaders have been

many years of under-investment and legacy issues in our

asked to review how their functions are organised and

infrastructure. The result will be increased use of consistent

As we expand and place responsibility on an ever increasing

propose how this might be improved. Crucially, a more

platforms, better focus of our budget and significant

number of staff the Group Management Board has decided

collaborative approach will emerge, encouraging the use

investment in new enterprise-wide systems.

and sharing of best practice.

Ronnie Hunter
Divisional CEO , Scotland & Ireland

that more formal training is required for those designated as
Project Directors and Project Managers.

Each of the functional leaders has tried to keep to the simple
In HR, cross divisional working and co-operation were

design principle of "do it once, do it together and do it well'

Currently, advice on responsibilities and duties can be found

already strong. However, this had not translated into clear

and each are at different stages of their evolution.

on UNITE and Financial Management Guidelines and in the

accountabilities and has led on occasions to an imbalance of

Marketing, Finance and Commercial are still reviewing the

Gateway process forms .

resources and gaps in service delivery. A major external

issues and it is anticipated that in the near future further

intended as training aids. The Commercial Function Board

benchmarking exercise was undertaken and the HR team

proposals will be forthcoming.

was therefore tasked with preparing a series of training aids

organisation that shares common HR services across the

It is clear that we work best when we collaborate across the

Directors and Project Managers.

business like HR Administration, focuses on specialist HR

business. Joining forces to deliver the highest quality of

looked hard at all its activities.

The result is a new

However, these were never

to support the duties and responslbilities of the Project

disciplines, such as learning and development, and aligns the

support we can with the resources we have, is the aim of this

The intention is that a set of PowerPoint slides and

key HR Managers with the appropriate business. The result

review. It may take us a while to get there, but things are on

associated scripts will be made available to Divisions who

is a better balance of resources, reduced duplication,

the move and let's hope the next time we ask you the

can, if they wish, make them more Division speci fic.

Increased focus and consistency and eventually reduced

question it shows significant improvement.

Trainers would be established in each Division, probably the

cost as we continue to grow. The new organisation will

Commercial Managers, who would then be responsible for
rolling out the training through each Division to meet
identified needs.

The first set of materials covering Project Directors will be

Going global

released shortly and thereafter production will focus on
Project Manager duties and responsibilities.
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Scott Wilson is to penetrate the international online market

find relevant projects through their preferred route of sectors,

place to reftect Scott Wilson's status as a wo~d leader in its

services or projects.

sector through a new breed of branded international websites
that facilitate greater interaction with our online audience.

The websites will be regularly updated with the latest

Initially Hong Kong & China and Central & Eastern Europe

regional projects, developments and news as well as

sites are going live.

career opportunities. The two new international websites
are available in English and either Polish or Mandarin.

Key features of the sites include projects, sectors, services,

Technically the websites are enhanced with search engine

careers, corporate information, media and multilingual

optimisation to facilitate higher rankings in search engines to

functionality. Cross-referencing system enables visitors to

improve online visibility and direct traffic to relevant content.
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SPOTLIGHT ON OUR ORGANISATION

'The Blackwood Announcement'
Hugh Blackwood, Group Chief Executive
When I read New Civil Engineer Magazine refer to

I have grown up with the business and, after 36 years

provide the space and the scope within which we can

'The Blackwood Announcement' in a recent interview with

together, I have experienced considerable corporate success

effectively double in size within the next few years.

Geoff French (dated 20 March 2008) it sounded like the tiUe

and personal satisfaction. The greatest pleasure remains

of another Robert Ludlum thriller novel! However, it is with

working with a range of like-minded people all sharing the

We have also been reviewing our Corporate Functions with

great pride and humility that I take over as sole

values of the organisation.

particular emphasis on the UK over the past year and we

responsibility of steering the organisation through its next

60 years ago, our founding fathers established a highly

more sharing of internal services across the operational

stage of development.

ambitious, professional, technically competent international

divisions. This will mean less duplication of effort and allow

organisation. Not too much has changed except that we have

function staff the opportunity to work across the business,

expanded and developed to address the needs of our clients

sharing best practice within a far more attractive career studure.

Group Chief Executive on 1 May 2008, along with the

are about to embark on a new management model based on

and our markets.

We recognise that recent rapid growth has stretched some of
our internal processes and IT systems and under Mark Bew's

During that time, we have continuaUy demonstrated that we

direction we are undertaking an ambitious but achievable

are experts in managing corporate growth and developing our

programme of upgrades and renewals.

skill base and the services we offer. However, we must
occasionally acknowledge the need to review our

The main Human Resource project for the next year will be

management structure and to invest in our systems and

the Talent Management Programme, providing a far more

processes, our support services and in ourselves; always

structured approach to staff development. In addition, it will

ensuring that we are able to manage a bigger and more

identify and develop those who will be needed to lead our

diverse business.

much expanded business in the future. Part of the

I have always felt that Scott Wilson is at its best and

an updated Pathways Career Framework, giving staff more

strongest when its people are working closely together;

choice In career direction and personal development.

programme, to be rolled out over the next twelve months, is

pooling energies and expertise with individuals feeling
totally engaged with their current project and knowing that

A consolidation of high level Group policies is currenUy being

they are a valued part of the organisation. I believe

finalised. This is now common among PLCs to demonstrate

that this can
a

be

best achieved

by

a high standard of corporate governance. This will provide

correct

clarity on how Scott Wilson does things and allow us to

management structure, effective

continue to be innovative and creative but within a consistent

combination

of

the

processes and good internal

and risk-controlled environment.

communications.
As business planning and budgeting become increasingly
In terms of structure, it is our

rigorous, it becomes more challenging for us to invest in our

intention to gradually move

own corporate development opportunities. Many of our most

toward

facing

successful business initiatives have resulted from committed

management to provide a

sector

individuals following a business opportunity within a

clear focus on our dients and

supportive and encouraging environment. To help us

our markets. The main thrust

continue this process, an Incubator Fund will be part of Group

of

strategic

contingencies and will be available to finance Divisional or

substantial

Function initiatives supported by a relevant business case.

our

objectives

current
is

grow1h in Revenue so the
adopted

structure

must

I would, therefore, encourage all staff to give serious thought
to suitable candidate projects.

High Standards to apply across Scott Wilson
Geoff French, Group Chairman
A review of the high level Group policies is currently

The updated policies will apply across the entire Scott Wilson

Apart from being available to all staff the policy booklet will

underway with the aim of ensuring that they are relevant,

organisation and, as with existing Group policies, compliance

also be available to all of our other stakeholders, including

up to date, reflect our commitment to such things as the UN

will be mandatory for everybody. It is important to emphasise

suppliers and clients so that ii will be clear for all to see the

Global Compact and sustainability and publicly demonstrate

however that the primary objective is to provide consistent

values that have been adopted by the Group and the way

our commitment to high standards of corporate governance.

and sensible boundaries within a clear operational

Scott Wilson does business.

This review is nearing completion and, after approval by

framework within which everyone can act with confidence.

the Main Board, win be published in the form of a hard and

It is not intended that they inhibit the intellectual flair,

soft copy booklet in the main operational languages used

innovation and entrepreneurial drive upon which the future of

within the Group.

the business depends.
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SPOTLIGHT ON OUR ORGANISATION

Moving towards a sector structure
Hugh Blackwood, Group Chief Executive
Over the past year, the Main Board has conducted a review

Although much detailed worl< and consultation remains to

changes in reporting lines will be introduced from

of our current management model and has taken the

be conducted during the next twelve months, some limited

1May2008.

decision to move towards a sector facing structure as the
most appropriate

to

deliver our

Five Year

Plan.

It is the intention that the revised structure will be fully

Executive

operational from 1 May 2009.

Although we have successfully conducted our strategic
planning in our market sectors for some time, our
management model remains a hybrid of geographical and
marl<et facing businesses.

The proposed structure offers a range of operational benefits

Building• &
Infrastructure

II.oil

Roads

Environment &
Natural Resources

Strategic
Cansultancy

and will allow management to focus directly on clients and
marl<ets and to identify our strengths and weaknesses within
a marl<et context.

It will allow the organisation to play to its strength by reducing

Regional
Businesses

fragmentation of resources and skills and bringing people
together to tackle the global opportunities which the marl<et
has on offer.

Sustainable growth needs the best systems
Mark Bew, Director of Business Information Systems
Since arriving at Scott Wilson in July 2007 Mark Bew,

worldwide, multi-language, currency and terrilory system that

Director of Business Information Systems, has been worl<ing

we can all use from one central point across the web.

to operate an effective business.

with technical and business teams to develop a strategy that

Clearly, this is a big project and it has been divided into a

The final area under review is our engineering systems.

will help the Group to deliver its Five Year Plan.

number of key functional areas. Each of these are

The systems we currently use to generate the vast majority

represented by cross-divisional working groups and

of delivery to our clients have received little attention

managed by a member of the Group Management Board.

in the past. A new working group, called the 'BIM'

Recent rapid growth has stretched some of our internal

(Building Information Modelling), will be looking at key areas

processes and IT systems and the strategy includes an
ambitious programme of upgrades and renewals. It falls into

Director of Corporate Development, Patricia Vickers

three key areas, looking at infrastructure, commercial and

sponsors the Strategic Planning Group, charged with looking

such as 2D/3D CAD, GIS, BIM and collaboration.

engineering systems. All will be underpinned by new policies

at the marl<et, our performance and how we should approach

and processes that will be fully updated and released Group

it now and in the future to ensure we achieve our strategic

years, but you will begin to see improvements within the

wide In English, Polish and Mandarin.

goals. Chris Jennison, CEO of UK Central, is looking after

next few months.

These planned changes will be rolled out over the next two

work winning and has brought together a strong
The current Scott Wilson IT infrastructure has suffered over

operations-based team to look at how we connect

the last few years, mainly due to the demands put upon it as

opportunities into contracts and projects that will delight our

a result of our organic growth and acquisitions. Time has

clients. CEO of UK South, Jerome Munro-Lafon's team

been spent analysing the network, its activity and future

possibly has the most demanding job of all, ensuring the

needs and a number of developments are already underway

system delivers a worl<able solution for our project

in the UK. SimRar developments will be rolled out

management teams helping them guarantee the delivery of

internationally after successful implementation in the UK.

our projects on time and on budget. The HR team is led by
Georgina Corbett and will continue the worl< already started

Our commercial projects tackle the provision of project

to deliver an integrated HR system that will allow us to

management and collaboration tools which will help promote

proactively manage our recruitment, retention, skills planning,

consistency of approach across the business and facilitate

benefits and resource planning across the business.

shared project worl<lng. We need to improve these to ensure

Lastly, Patrick Dolan, Group Financial Controller is looking at

we deliver projects on time and secure payments as soon as

Core Financial Management. Key issues facing his team will

possible. Our current Progression accounting system is old

be selecting a system that will satisfy all of our worldwide

and does not link easily with international business

business

development or HR. A target has been set to deliver a

management of cash to enable the management team

and

to

develop

consistent

and

quick
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COUNTRY PROFILE - POLAND

We've come a long way since 2004
The Central and Eastern Europe region was featured in the
very first Exchange magazine back in July 2004, when its

Supplying beautiful facilities

new permanent office opened in Warsaw. At the time, a key
priority was to expand in the region and this has certainly

Scott W ilson is providing a variety of services to help the

been achieved. Since then it has grown from 50 to over 250

Karkonosze Mountains in Poland meet European Union

the technical condition of the existing waterworks system

permanent staff and now has operations in Poland, Lithuania

standards for water supply and sewage systems, whilst at the

(or lack of in many vi lages) and the existing and missing

and Ukraine. Staff in the region are currenUy working on a

same time protecting the environment in this outstanding

network of sanitary sewers and sewage treatment facilities.

variety of projects in each of our four principal market

area of natural beauty.
Scott Wilson services include the preparation of the

sectors. The three major projects on this page are all
Improving and modernising the Polish infrastructure.

This applies to water intakes. water treatment facilities,

The lack of suitable infrastructure in the Karkonosze

construction

Mountains and Jeleniog6rska Valley prevents the current

construction permission for six separate tasks as part of the

design,

cost

estimation

and

obtaining

supply of water and collection and treatment of sewage for the

second phase of the new water supply and sewage system,

municipalHies in the region from meeting these standards.

due for completion in 2012.

Super structure
The Pulawy Bypass and Bridge project, part of the new
S12 expressway from Radom to Lublin in Poland, includes
the construction of a 1038 metre long bridge over the Vistula
River. The composite steel-concrete superstructure, with a
main span over 200m and steel arch at 36m high,
significanUy surpasses any existing bridges in Poland.

Scott Wilson was appointed by the General Directorate of
National Roads and Motorways (GDDKiA) to supervise and
manage this project. Due for completion in June 2008, the
new bypass will reduce traffic levels on the existing bridge
and in Pulawy, eliminating the need for long distance truck
traffic travelling along the new expressway to pass through
the city centre. When completed it will be an important
national and international route for transit passenger vehicles
and both truck and seasonal tourist traffic.

Cutting the commute for rail passengers
A project to modernise the E-65 Warsaw-Gdynia railway line

services under a contract worth over EUR 11 m in a

in Poland will cut the journey time for passengers

consortium with Halcrow Group Ltd and Municipal Design

travelling between Warsaw and Gdynia from four hours

Bureau in Gdansk.

to just 133 minutes.
Scott Wilson is preparing the design and tender
In addition to reducing passenger and freight train travelling

documentation for more than 1OOkms of railway line between

time (passenger trains will be able to run at speeds of up to

Zajitczkowo Lubawskie and Szymank6w. As part of this

200km/h and freight at 120km/h), the modernisation

complex project the line will need to be adjusted in order to

programme will improve the quality and safety of transport

comply with international requirements concerning European

and reduce the impact of the railway line on the environment.

transport corridors and the European Railway Traffic
Management system.

As part of this project, Scott Wilson has been appointed by
the PKP Polish Railways to prepare project design and
tender documentation for Local Signalling Centres (LCS) in
the areas of llawa and Malbork. Scott Wilson will provide
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OUTSPOKEN
Reflections on People Management
The challenges to be addressed - Georgina Corbett, HR Director
It's that time of year again, when everyone groans at the

The big issue that I failed to understand at the time was that

ensure that they are comfortable with the process and

annual ritual that is known as Pathways Review time!

the process was only a small part of the problem.

principles and don't let the technology get in the way of a

Managers search frantically for what they said last year, and

The recent MyVoice survey demonstrated that a majority of

good discussion.

probably haven't looked at since, individuals reflect on all

people believe that the performance appraisal process does
Reviewing actual performance against agreed expectations,

the issues they have not had time for or have been putting

not appropriately reward performance and, despite 100%

off discussing with their manager, some may even be looking

completion in some areas, the lack of follow through and

looking at areas of strength and capability and agreeing

forward to spending a bit of 1-1 time with their manager to

real performance management is an area where we can

development, focusing on career aspirations and future

discuss

improve significantly.

challenges are all part of the existing process. So if you are

To prevent further 'rearranging of the deck chairs' by just

waste of time or tick box exercise, maybe the first part of the

successes

and

reflect

on

development.

preparing for a discussion and see it merely as a ritualistic

Does this sound fam iliar?

Long before my time with Scott Wilson people have been

ch anging the process, with the benefit of five years more

discussion with your manager might be to clarify what each

complaining

process.

experience, I asked my HR colleagues to review what good

of you want to get out of the process and focus on how you
might use the guidelines to assist your dialogue.

about

the

Pathways

review

When I joined it was a cumbersome paper based exercise;

performance management looked like and how might we

comments like it's too long, complicated , not consistent,

intervene to improve it In Scott Wilson.

nothing happens with it, managers don't take it seriously or

This Is what they said :-

In HR we will still chase, cajole and encourage the process

don't bother, were all Inputs I heard within weeks of my

to be completed and at the end of the day this is our only way

arrival. Being a keen and enthusiastic HR Director, myse~ and

of at least ensuring a discussion has taken place, but the

Good Performance Management

quality of the discussion and following through is up to you.

parts of the business still use the old form , because it's the

People need to be clear about what Is

just started out (so you can tell how long ago that was).

one they photocopied and they are not giving it up!

expected of them.

my colleagues went about resolving this sorry situation and
Pathways Plus! (electronic in the UK) and Pathways Lite

A wise old HR Manager gave me a piece of advice when I

(used outside the UK) was created. I also suspect some

He said : "Performance happens whether you manage it or
not". People come into work and do stuff, the only choice

"Performance happens whether
you manage it or not."

Feedback, both positive and developmental,

managers have is the extent to which they wish to guide,

needs to be given in the here and now, not

focus , support,

stored up for one go at annual appraisal time,

performance. The annual performance appraisal is just one

encourage,

coach

or develop this

small contributor to performance management and then the
Success should be celebrated over failure .

tool is only useful in the hands of individuals who are skilled
and motivated to use it.

Individuals should be stretched and
supported to develop .
Assessments should be fair, consistent and
the rewards should complement the
contribution individuals have made.

But what about the form and the annual appraisal ritual I
asked. Oh, they said, the annual appraisal is just a 'stock
take' of all the performance management that has gone on
throughout the year. No surprises, just a documentary
summary of the key topics of discussion and setting the
scene for next year. What about the relationship between
performance and pay; again they said that pay is affected by
many things, the individual's performance being one
component and the main thing is that decision making is
transparent, objective and fair.

So when we reviewed our Pathways Plus! framework this
year we looked at a number of things; our competency
framework was updated to include a new career path for
dedicated project & programme management, but reinforcing
the importance of our technical and general management
career paths. We have also updated our capabilities to
provide better guidance on what 'good' might look like in
these career paths. Limitations with the technology have
prevented major modifications to the electronic appraisal
system, so this is mainly unchanged from last year, but we
have been carrying out local workshops with managers to

PEOPLE FIRST

Great projects demand great project managers
Steve Brundle introduces our new Project & Programme Management (PPM) initiative
And here in Scott Wilson, we are certainly involved in some

Our current initiative to take out to bids builds on our existing

of the worid's greatest projects, exciting enough to attract

strengths as we apply focus in three significant areas:

seivices are already in great demand. Reporting directly to
Steve Brundle, and under the interim leadership of

some of the world's greatest project and programme

Kim Candler, the unit is uniquely available to all Divisions

managers - qualified and experienced people who have

Career path

within the company. Our team of PPM specialists provides

honed their skills and competencies in project management

For the first time in our company, we are establishing a

a centre of excellence, equipped with the most up-to-date and

as a profession.

formal career path for those who wish to take their career into

effective tools and techniques to lead and control

Project Management as a profession, as opposed to a

Scott Wilson's major projects. Our intention is to develop

technical/engineering discipline or business management.

Scott Wilson's PPM competency across the firm, to take

This has already begun to show reward by enabling us to

and encourage a larger role for PPM in our projects,

recruit project management professionals and it cleariy also

sharpening our seivice offering and providing greater value

offers opportunities for those of our staff who wish to move

and efficiency for our clients.

their careers into this area.

Training and Development

"We wanted to create an

The firm has embarked upon a considerable investment in
PPM training and development. Competency levels may

environment in which we can

now be assessed against recognised benchmarks linked to
external bodies, such as the Association for Project
Management and the US-based Project Management
Institute. Our training is structured and gives a mix of external
and internal facilitation, providing opportunity for our staff to
grow in expertise and ability.

attract and grow the highest
calibre project management
professionals, and the
establishment of a Major

Major Projects PPM Unit
Formally launched eariier this year, our Major Projects PPM

Projects PPM Unit is an

Unit brings together key professionals under a single
operating unit. A new recruitment drive has begun in earnest

important step towards

to build additional capability in the management of major
projects. David Lindsay is the first of these recruits, and his

achieving this."

Putting you in charge of your development
Scott Wilson launches MyDevelopment - our new Training & Development Framework
Scott Wilson has a clear commitment to training and

modules; the introduction of an online resource of fact-sheets

MyDevelopment Online, our new learning and development

development, as illustrated by over 500 managers woridwide

to cover core skills; and an online suite of career

portal accessible through Unite.

attending the Core Management Programme and over 400

development tools.

All this will be delivered through
The accompanying diagram shows the elements that make

people a year attending the various Graduate Development
Programme training courses. We are increasing this
commitment with the introduction of MyDevelopment, our

up the framework. Look out for more information on the

Nomination Based

new, integrated development framework, from May this year.

II Assessmen1Based

The objective of MyDevelopment is to provide a simple,

•

framework as this is implemented across the company.

Open Access

business-focused, accessible and consistent training and
;;;..

development framework to all our staff. Our aim is to be

~e,

~~

explicit about career paths in the company, and provide

~
~
cJ'<:i ,-:

indlvfduals with the tools and support they need to manage
their own development and career progression within the
company. Initially this will be rolled out in the UK, and then

~ete,

internationally to our regional businesses.

New elements within the framework include: a standard
training curriculum which will see a range of soft skills training
courses delivered at regional venues throughout the UK and
agreements in place with leading suppliers of technical
training courses; the extension of the Introduction to
Management training programme through further training
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PEOPLE FIRST

MyVoice - An update six months on
In November 2007, 73% of you took the time to complete
MyVolce, our first Global Employee Engagement Survey.
The overall results were communicated by the Group

International
by Robin Hawley

Eastern Europe
By Simon Hindshaw

Chairman in February and since then Divisional and
Regional management teams have been reviewing the
"The International project and sector

results and identifying how they incorporate improvements

related

into business plans.

business

International
Exchange asked our business leaders to share their thoughts
on their results and provide an update on what actions
they are taking.

Division

within

"Our results in Poland and Eastern

the

Europe

presented

to

presented particular practical challenges in identifying the
target workforce and collating the results. Despite this, many
staff did participate in the survey and the results have been
communicated to the regional leaders, Eddie Foster and
CD Puri.

the

similar
Group.

Employee engagement is generally

the survey. We have many smaller

very high but we are particularly

groups of people spread across the

concerned about getting the best out

can on the bigger geographies and taken key themes from

The growth in these new and developing areas of the world

very

across

specific geographical challenges for

world and we have focused where we

Middle East and
India

were

those

of

our

staff

through

improved

performance management.'

the rest."
"We have disseminated the results of the survey through
·canada is the newest addition to the International business

local management meetings and our regular newsletter, and

and I am delighted that a 93% participation rate topped the

have agreed some specific activities we want to address.

completion table and also scored the highest levels of

These include: improved training for managers on their role

engagement The UK sector results were comparable to the

in developing and managing performance, better follow

rest of the group, however career progression and personal

through

growth represented a higher level of dissatisfaction due to the

performance reviews, greater emphasis and targeting of

maturity of our international projecls business and this is

training, and finally a clearer link between performance

something that I will be working with the management team

and pay."

of

agreed

development

actions

following

to address."
They have yet to fully consider how they wish to
communicate and address the results, but already the
comments and key themes are being considered and
integrated into the ongoing development plans for these
rapidly developing businesses.

"Africa, Morocco, Serbia, Greece were all included in the
survey and our challenge is to support these sometimes

Scotland and Ireland
by Ronnie Hunter

isolated and less weU Informed places of what is going on Jn

the wider company."

"The size of our business has doubled
in the past year and the survey was
well timed to take stock on how

South East Asia
by Ronnie Thomson

China and Hong Kong
by Peter Chan and Simon Davies

things are for our new employees.
The results of the survey have been
communicated through team meetings
and we want to concentrate our efforts
on reducing the voluntary leavers and improving engagement

"The results for South East Asia were

in our more junior technical community. Working with our

excellent We had the second highest

HR colleagues we are currently considering action plans to

completion rate in the Company and

target this area and will be focusing our efforts with

overall they showed an extremely high

this group."

level of employee engagement."

L--.llLl1C...A,;.....J ·we took advantage of a recent visit to

Malaysia by Georgina Corbett to communicate the results
to the staff in English, whilst they were hot off the press and
we have made similar presentations to our staff in Thailand,
Vietnam and the Philippines."

"A number of items did crop up that I and my management

"One country, two systems, this is the mantra for China and
Hong Kong, although the results for both regions were
remarkable similar. Well-being represented the biggest issue

UK South, UK Central, Railways and Group functions make

that came from the results and this is something that our

up our workforce in England and Wales and the level of

management team need to focus on."

engagement in these communities was consistently high.

"The dramatic rise of the Chinese economy, coupled with

their specific results to their teams. The key themes that will

Each Divisional and Functional leader has communicated

team will be addressing. These include reviewing the benefits
packages in various regions, which may not be as consistent
as we might hope. The main area we want to focus on is to
bring our region a little closer to Scott Wilson by increasing
our visibility of what is going on in the wider company and
ensuring that the rest of Scott Wilson understands the
fantastic potential we have here in South East Asia."

England and
Wales

increasing buoyancy in Hong Kong has also put pressure

be addressed will be a strong emphasis on talent

on salary and rewards and this too is something we need to

management, Improving our cross divisional efficiency and

keep high on our agenda. The results have been

ensuring

communicated in English and Chinese to all staff and we

linked to performance.

that

our

rewards

are

competitive

and

have asked each of our teams what we can do to improve in
these areas of concern. Ongoing feedback of actions and

Many of the Group-wide programmes explained in this

activities will be communicated through NewSwap and

edition of Exchange are aimed at the themes emerging from

team meetings."

the survey and all the UK based divisions will be enthusiastic
participants in these initiatives.
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COMMUNITY FOCUS

Africa awaits Scott Wilson volunteers
This year sees the realisation of a long-term ambition for the

The new three room primary school, located in the coastal

Scott Wilson Millennium Project (SWMP). Work will shortly

town of Toto, will provide facilities for over 200 children.

commence on the construction of a new school in Toto,

The new facilities are desperately needed, as the children

Mozambique, when the first 14 of 43 Scott Wilson volunteers

currenUy study on a dusty floor with grass walls and have no

travel out to the site on 5 May.

desks, chairs, books or pens. The new school will withstand

"I had already been thinking
about volunteering and I was
looking at available options

storms and provide the children with the space and
A training day in London was hosted by Quest in April,

infrastructure they need to make the most of their education

SWMP's partner for the project, which gave volunteers the

whilst also providing a suitable location for community

opportunity to meet their fellow team members and learn

activities outside of school hours.

when this project came up so
I jumped at the chance!"

about their African adventure. The day covered cultural
awareness, responsible tourism, travel safety, health, kit and

Over the last few months the Scott Wilson volunteers have

equipment and a background to Mozambique and the local

been busy preparing and raising money for their trips.

community. The volunteers' construction skills were put to

Fundraising activities have included cocktail evenings, cake

the test in the teamwork challenge when they were tasked

bakes, various sporting events and the not so conventional

with constructing a tower to support the weight of an egg

sponsored head shave and leg wax. One volunteer's mum

using only spaghetti and jelly babies!

is even doing a sponsored sky dive to raise funds!

The SWMP has raised £25,000 for the new school in Africa

When asked how they are preparing for their adventure most

through Scott Wilson staff donations and John Nutt (SWMP

listed 'getting fit' as a priority. Constructing the school will

Patron and Scott Wilson International CEO) handed over

not be a relaxing holiday for the volunteers. Over the three

the remaining balance of this to Quest at the training day.

month construction period, the three teams will be working

Quest will use this to purchase vital materials and enable

hard six days a week alongside skilled local labourers.

construction of the foundations of the school to commence

Typical tasks they will be expected to carry out include

prior to the arrival of the first group of volunteers.

hand-mixing cement, brick-laying, painting and learning and
implementing African plastering techniques.

Trina Chan, Volunteer

"This project will give me the
opportunity to spend a
complete month in an area that
will allow me to experience its
culture and lifestyle not
just as a tourist."
Jack Symmons, Volunteer

"This is something I have
always wanted to do - the
combination of Africa,
education and charity work."
Christina Petrides, Volunteer

China joins Scott Wilson Millennium Project Fundraising
China Division is on a fund-raising roll, following the

Valentine's Day and a bird watching tour to the renowned

introduction of the Scott Wilson Millennium Project in China

Mai Po Marshes in Hong Kong, a weUand of international

and the resurgence of a new and revitalised Sports & Social

significance . We are delighted to have raised over
HKD38,000 throughout the Division for the SWMP and the

Group in Hong Kong.

Wolong initiative.
The Wolong, Sichuan school assistance initiative, our first
SWMP project, has seen tremendous support throughout

In support of other local charities, staff from the Hong Kong

the Division with generous giving from the Shanghai office as

office also raised nearly HKD13,000 for The Community

well

Chest during a charity walk on 24 February on the Bkm long

as

other mainland

offices

and

Hong

Kong.

Fundraising has varied from direct donations, sales auctions

Route 8 which will be opened to the public soon.

at Christmas and New Year parties, chocolate sales on

For more information about the SWMP, Scott Wilson's registered charity, please contact us at
millennium.project@scottwilson.com
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